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A substantial mount of research in formal grammars recently has been to 
impose constraints on the use of rules in addition to the restrictions on the 
form of the rules of grammars. Time-variant grammars and equal matrix 
grammars are amoung them. It has been shown here that for each equal matrix 
grammar, there is a procedure to systematically construct he almost right 
linear periodic grammar equivalent to it. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the past few years, a substantial mount of research in formal grammars 
has been to impose constraints on the use of rules in addition to the restric- 
tions on the form of the rules of grammars. As a consequence, we see different 
types of restricted grammars uch as programmed grammars (Rosenkrantz, 
1969), order grammars (Fris, 1968), matrix grammars (Siromoney, 1969), 
parallel-leveled grammars (Nash and Cohen, 1969), grammars with control 
sets (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1968), time-variant grammars ($alomaa, 1969), 
etc. I t  was Salomaa's example in which he showed that the language 
{al ~ "'" a~nJn ~ 1, m ~ 1} can be generated by the almost right linear 
periodically time-variant grammar which inspired us to investigate whether 
there is a procedure to find simple periodic grammars to generate all context- 
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sensitive languages. Our efforts were not entirely successful. However, we 
are able to show that there is a procedure to systematically construct an 
almost right linear periodic grammar equivalent o a given equal matrix 
grammar. It is hoped that this result will motivate further investigations 
toward a theory of periodic decomposition of formal grammars. 
I I .  PRELIMINARY 
The purpose of this section is to introduce the necessary background in 
order to understand the main theorem of the next section. 
A phrase structure grammar G is represented by a quadruple (VN, Vr, P, S), 
where VN is a set of nonterminals, Vr is a set of terminals and it is assumed that 
VN n VT- = ~, P is a finite set of production rules and S e VN is called the 
initial symbol. We denote by V the union of VN and V T . For further defini- 
tions and results on phrase structure grammars, the readers are referred to 
Hopcroft and Ullman (1969). 
Let G ~- (VN, VT, P, S) be a grammar of type i (0 ~ i ~ 3) and ¢ a 
mapping of the set of natural numbers N into the set of subsets of P. Then 
the pair (G, 4) is termed a time variant grammar of type i (Salomaa, 1969). 
The language L(G, 4) generated by the time variant grammar (G, 4) consists 
of all sentences X over VT- for which there is a finite sequence 
S ~- u0 ~ u l , . . .~  u r ~- X 
of words over VN U VT such that, for all j with I ~ j ~ r 
uj - l= Q1R1Q2, uj=Q1R2Q2 
and R 1 ~ R 2 is a production in the set ¢(j). 
A language L(G, ¢) is time variant of type i if it is generated by a time 
variant grammar (G, 4) of type i. 
A time-variant grammar (G, 4) is termed periodically time variant if the 
function ¢ is almost periodic, i.e., there exist m >~ 0 and n >/1 such that 
¢(j + in) = ¢(j) for all j > m and i ~ 0. n will be called the period of the 
grammar. Furthermore, it is said to be strictly periodic if m = 0. 
A periodically time variant context free grammar (G, ¢) with 4(3"+ in)=¢(j) 
(i ~ 0, j > m > 0) is said to be an almost right linear periodically time 
variant grammar iff the productions in all ¢(j) (j > m) are right linear. 
A context-free matrix grammar (Siromoney, 1969) G is a quadruple 
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(VN , Vr , P*, S) where (VN , VT , P, S) is a context-free grammar and P* 
is a finite set of matrices called matrix rules, defined recursively as follows: 
1. if P1 ,-.., P~ are productions in P, then 
is a matrix rule; 
2. if PI* ..... P~* are matrix rules so is 
p ' ,  
To apply a matrix rule p* to a word x means to apply to x all the context- 
free productions which form p* in the given order. To be specific, we say, 
y is derived from x by the application of the production 
LAn ~ wnJ 
if there exist x 1 , x 2 ,..., xn+ 1 , u 1 , uz ..... un, v 1 ,..., vn in V* (the set of all 
words over V including the empty word ~) such that (1) x I = x, Xn+ 1 =y 
and (2) x~=uiA iv i ,  xi+ l=u~wivi  for 1 ~ i~n.  I f  at least one of the 
context-free rules is not applicable, then we say p* is not applicable to x. 
An equal matrix grammar (EMG) (Siromoney, 1969) G is a quadruple 
(Vu,  VT, P*, S) where Vr is the set of terminals, VN consists of the initial 
symbol S and other nonterminals in the form of k-tuples (A1, A2 ..... A~) 
such that if (A 1 ,..., Ak) and (B 1 ,..., Bk) are two distinct k-tuples, then 
{d 1 ,..., A~} (~ {B 1 ,..., Bk} : ~ .  P* consists of the following matrix rules. 
(i) A set of initial matrix rules of the form IS - -~ e] or 
[S--~flAlf2A 2"..f~A~] where e is the empty word and f~ ,f~,...,f~ are 
elements of Vr*. 
(ii) A set of nonterminal equal matrix rules of the form 
1 or [A1:'I I. Ak ---~ fkAkJ LAk ---~ f~B~j (i) 
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(iii) A set of terminal equal matrix rules of the form 
• .- , (2 )  
where eachfi (1 ~< i ~< k) is in Vr* but not allfi's are empty. 
Since the noninitial matrix rules in each EMG contains h-productions for 
some k > 0, we will adopt he following simpler notation in the sequel. I f  we 
let ./i = (At, A S ,..., An), /3 = (B~, B~ ,..., B~) and /7 = (fl ..... f~), then 
the three matrix rules in (1) and (2) can be expressed in vector notations as 
follows: 
~,i-+/TA, -g~P/L  i i -+ /v .  (3) 
Finally, the language generated by an EMG is called an equal matrix 
language. 
I I I .  REPRESENTATION-THEOREM OF EQUAL MATRIX GRAMMARS 
This section will demonstrate via the following theorem, that every equal 
matrix grammar can be realized by an almost right linear periodic grammar. 
THEOREM. Let L be an equal matrix language generated by an EMG G. 
An almost right linear periodically time-variant grammar ( G, 4 ) can be effectively 
constructed such that L( G, ¢) ~ L. 
Proof. The proof consists of constructing an equivalent matrix grammar 
G' of G by adding redundant rules. Then a context-free grammar G is 
constructed from G'. Finally, ¢ is defined to obtain the desired periodic 
grammar (G, ¢). 
Let G = (VN, Vr,  P*, S) be the given EMG, where VN contains S and l 
k-tuples X, = (X a,..., Xi~), 1 ~ i ~ I. We assume that each Xi 
(i ---- 1, 2 , . ,  h; h ~ I) occurs on the right side of Ki >/1 equal matrix rules, 
and let the number of terminal equal matrix rules be K~+ 1. We also let U 
~7,h+ 1 
be the number z..i=l Ki • 
To simplify notation, we will give each nonterminal equal matrix rule 
a double subscript (i, j) for 1 ~ i ~< h, 1 ~< j ~ Ki so that Mi~ denotes 
the jth rule in which X~ occurs on the right side, and the jth terminal rule 
is denoted by Mt~. We are now ready to construct an equivalent matrix 
grammar G' from G. 
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First, for each 1 ~ i~h and 1 ~j<.K i ,  we define a k-tuple 
Xj  J J : (X~I ,..., X~k), I i = {X i  i ] 1 <~ j <. Ki} , and for each 1 < j < gh+l, 
we define a k-tuple YJ = (Y~J,..., Yj). 
h 
Let I = Ui=l Ii and J = {fJ l 1 ~< j ~ K~+I }. Define the matrix grammar 
G' = (VN', Vr , P', S) such that VN' = VN W I U J and P'  consists of the 
following productions: 
(i) All initial rules of G. 
(ii) Corresponding to each nonterminal rule Mi /Xm-+FXi ,  con- 
struct the following rules in G': 
(a) X~FX? ,  
(b) Xi  j ~ X i  j, for i =/= 1 or j =/= 1, 
(c) x-? ~ x~, 
(d) Xi - -~X~, for i~ahorK  h#l  orKh+ 1#1.  
(iii) Corresponding to each terminal rule Mtj:X~---~F, construct 
the following rules in G': 
(a) X'~ ~ F~, 
(b) YJ--+ YJ, for h # l or Kl =/= l or K2 =/: l, 
(c) ? J~F .  
It is easily seen from the foregoing construction that L(G) = L(G'). 
Let G = (VN, Vr, P, S) be the context-free grammar obtained from G' 
as follows: 
(i) VN = {Xij I Xi, e X i ~ VN} U {X~ [ X~ e Xi m e I} 
w {Y~ I Y i~eF~eJ}u{SeVN};  
(ii) P consists of all initial rules of G and all context-free rules belonging 
to the matrix rules of G'. 
In order to define the function ~: N--~ 2 p, we will take advantage of the 
matrix rules and adopt the following compact notation. Thus, if X,, ~ FX~i 
is a matrix rule in G', then by the notation ¢~+k-1: X~---~ FXi (¢~+k-1 contains 
~r~ --->FXi) we mean that 
¢(t): x,.~ --*A&~ 
. , ,  
¢(t + k -- U: X~ ~AX,~ 
(¢(t) contains X~I--~flXa), 
(¢(t + 1) contains X~2 -+f2Xi2), 
(¢(t + k -- 1) contains X,~---~feXik). 
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Also, for each k-tuple 3~ = (X 1 .... , X~), we define 
X(r) = (X~, X~+ 1,..., X~, X 1 ,..., Xr-O, for 1 ~ r ~ k. 
The function 4: N--* 2 p is now defined as follows. 
(1) 4(1): All initial rules of G. 
(2) ¢~+x: All matrix rules of the following form in G': 
X,. ~ P X ?, 1 <~ i <~ h, 1 ~ j <~ K. , 
X. . -+ YJ, 1 <~j <~ K~+~. 
(3) Forp = (V + Z~=0 K,)k + 2 and q = (V q- 1 + ~]2=oKn)k + I, 
where0~<n 2<~h-  1, 1 ~ V~<Kn~+I,K o=0,wehavecq~:  
(a) X ,~-~)~,  for (V=I  and 1 ~m~nz (n~>0)) or (V=/-1 
and 1 ~<m~<n~+ 1).
(b) -v X'n=+1 
(c) Xj(2)--*J~J(2), for n 2+ 1 +3~i~h (where 3=0 if 
V < K%+ a and 3 = 1 if V = K%+1) and 1 ~ j <~ Ki (but j must be greater 
than V i f i=-n~+ 1) ,andnz+ 1 =/=hor V@K~.  
(d) I7~(2) --* Y*~(2), for 1 <~ m ~< K~+,. 
h h 
(4) Forp = (V+~.,~=oKn)k + 2andq = (V+ 1 q-~2~=o Kn)k + 1, 
where 1 ~ V ~ Kh+ 1 -- 1, we have CqD: 
(a) For 1 ~< V ~< K~+ 1 -- 2 and Kt~+1 > 2: 
(i) X~--+-~,  for l ~ m ~ h, 
(ii) ~v_~p, if Mr,: X,~--~Fis in G, 
(iii) YJ(2) -+ YJ(2), V -~ 1 ~< j ~< Kh+l. 
(b) For V = Kn+ 1 -- 1 and Kh+l >/2: 
(i) f f~---~X~,for l  <~m<~h, 
(ii) ]Tv___~_p, i fMw: X~---~Fis in G, 
(iii) YV+~(2) ---~-~.(2), if Mt(v+~): X'~ --+_P~- is in G. 
For K~+~ = 1, 4 is not defined. In that case for n~ -- h -- 1, V ~ Kn and 
K~+~ = 1, (3d) will be Y~(2)-+F(2) if Mt~: X~---~F is in G instead of 
Y~(2)--, Y1(2). 
h+l  
Finally, 4(2) to ¢~+~=0 K~)k -+- 1) forms a cycle, i.e., the period of ¢ 
is Uk, where U = ~=0 K , .  
We claim that L(G) = L(G, 4). Since initial productions of G are the same 
as the initial productions 4(1) of (G, 4), we need only to consider the effect 
when equal matrix rules are applied in the derivation. 
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Suppose a nonterminal equal matrix rule Mij: X,~---~F.X¢ is applied at 
some stage of the derivation. We will show that the same effect can also be 
obtained from q~(2) to ~(Uh + 1) by applying only one production from each 
~(m) (2 ~< m ~< gk + 1). 
(i) From the definition of (~, X,n -~ FX,~ belongs to ~+1 So in • ~L1,  
)~m-+/~X-/J is applied. 
(ii) Let (,1) 
p= +2 k+2, 
q= +1+ ~Kn k+l  w i thK0=0.  
Since it follows from the definition that ~qV contains a production XiJ ~ Xi, 
there are two cases to be considered• 
Case 1. p = k + 2 and so q = 2k + 1. In this case, we apply X]  --~ X/ 
from~q ~. Since for 2 ~ r ~< U -- 1, ~[r~)k+l contains the production X~ ~ ~.Y~, 
we apply the production X / -~ Xi from .t¢k+2 for 2 ~ r ~ U 1. It is tplr+l)k+ 1 
easily seen that the net effect of these applications of productions is the same 
as the application of X,~ -~FXj. Finally, the application of Xi j -+ Xi and 
)fi--~ Xi give the same derivation sequence as the one obtained by the 
application of 7V//j: Xm -~FXi of G. 
Case 2. p>k+2 but q~ Uk+ I. In this case we see that there 
exists an I < r I < U such that rlk + 2 =p and for each I ~ r ~ rl, the 
set ~(~+l~k+l~rk+2 contains the productions X/'(2)--~ 7(iJ(2). Hence, we apply 
XIJ(2) ~ X-£(2) from .t~k+~ and then the production f .3 _~ X-~ from ~qV. 5~(r+l)/c+l , 
I f  q = Uk -I- 1, then it means that we have applied one production from 
each ~(m), 2 ~ m ~ Uh + I in the order of the strictly increasing sequence 
of values of m. The net effect is the application of -~- - -~FXj ,  next 
X'j(2)--~ K~J(2) and then X~--~ Xi,  so the resulting derivation sequence is 
the same as the one obtained by the application of the production 
M,~-: -'Y,n -+ t~Xi • 
I f  q < Uh + l, then there is an r 2 ~ U such that q ~ r~k + 1. Hence, 
-~+~ contains the production X i --~ Xi for each r~ ~ r ~ U -- l, the set ~-(r+l)~+l 
It is easily seen that application of this production would result in the same 
sequence as the application of M~, in G. Similar is the case when a terminal 
matrix rule is applied. Hence, L(G)C_L(G, ~). 
To prove the converse, we observe that since the nonterminals on the 
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right side of the productions of ¢~+1 are all different, the application of 
productions from V'(r+l)k+l~'rk+2, 1 ~< r ~< U -- 1 depend on the selection of the 
productions from ¢(m), 2 ~ m ~ k + 1. I f  the productions from ¢(m) are 
chosen such that when they are put in the order of increasing sequence of 
values of m, they do not form a matrix rule (in notational form) of G' in 
6~k+1), then at certain instant t, no production can be applied from ¢(t) 
(k + 2 <~ t <~ Uk + 1) and the derivation will not produce any terminal 
string. The justification of this statement is discussed in the next paragraph. 
Let us assume that the productions are chosen from q~k+x) such that all 
the productions except one belong to a matrix rule X" m ---~lYXi ~ (in notational 
form) of G'. Suppose that the production in the uth row of this matrix rule 
is not chosen. Instead of it, let us assume that the uth row of some other 
matrix rule Xm, ---~_F'X~; (i v ~ i' or j ~ j ' )  is chosen. From the construction 
of ¢~+1, it follows that only one production from the same row of the matrix 
rules can be chosen, since ~(t) (2 ~ t <~ k + l) contains all the productions 
of (t - -  1)th row of the matrix rules. 
Two cases may arise at some stage, say in ~-(q+l)~+xAq~+2 for some value of q, 
l<~q<~U- -1 .  
in Zq~+2 Case L The productions X iJ --> Xi and X~:(2) --+ X~:(2) are v-(q l)~+,. 
X~, --~ Xi" are in ¢~qk+~)k+ 1 Case H. The productions -~i~(2) --~ -~j(2) and -J" " • 
Let us examine in detail the application of productions in ~'(q+l)~+*'/'q~+= in 
both of the cases. 
In Case I, the essential part of the productions in ~'(~+l)k+11q~+2 are reproduced 
below: 
(~(qk + 2): ..., X~ --+ Xi,  , . . . ,  X~;  2 --~ X$;  2 . . . . .  
¢(qk + 3): .... x~ ~ x,~ ,..., x~;~  x~;~ , . . . .  
¢(qk + ~): .... X~<._~) -~ X,<~_~), X~;. ~ X~;. , . . . .  
4(qk + u + 1): ..., X~,~ ~ X . ,  .... , X~;(.+~) ~ X~;(~+~) . . . .  
¢((q  + l)k): .... X~(k_l  ) ~ X/(i¢_l),..., X~;~ ---+ X~;,~ , . . . .  
¢((q + 1)k + ~): .... X~,~ ~ x ,~ ,..., x~;~  x~;~ , . . . .  
Before the application of the production from g?(qk-l-2), d?(qk-1-3),..., 
¢((q ~- 1)k -t- 1), the variables in the derived sentence are 
x~ .... , x~,(._~) , x~;.  , x~(,,+~) ..... x l~ , i f .  ~ 1, 
X~ 1 ,..., X~k, if u = 1. 
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From these we see that both productions in 6((q + 1)k + 1) if u = l or 
in 6(qk + u) if u =/= 1 are applicable• We can arbitrarily choose one of them. 
But in 6(qk + 2) if u ~ 1 or in dp(qk 4- u + 1), (2 ~< u ~ k), we cannot 
apply any production and the process terminates without giving any terminal 
strings. 
We can reach the same conclusion for Case I I  in a similar fashion. 
The foregoing discussion was done with only nonterminal production of 
the form .Y~--~FXiJ in ~+2" However, the same arguments obviously 
hold for any combination of the production rules of the form Jfm--+/v-~i j 
and X, -+ YJ. 
We now consider the effect of applying productions elected from ~+i  
which form only one matrix rule of the form either Xm ~-PX i  j or X~ ~ YJ. 
Let us suppose that the matrix rule Xm--~FX]  from 2 ~ck+l) has been 
selected. 
After the application of these k-productions the nonterminal symbols that 
occur on the right hand side of the derivation are X~l , X~2 ,... , X~k. 
Let 
p---- +XKn k+2,  
n=O 
( q---- j+ I -C -  Z K . k+ l .  
n=O 
Consider now the productions of: 
(i) .~r~+2 1 ~r<r  aandr lk+2=p,andp=fk+2.  "F ( r+ l )k+l  
(ii) ~q'. 
(iii) .~r~+2 ~'( i)k+l r2 ~< r ~ U -- 1 and r2h + 1 ~ q, and q =/= Uh + 1. 
I f  p = h + 2, we see that 6~ contains the production Xi j ~ X" i . This is 
the only production in which we have X~,  X~z ,..., Xjk on the left side. 
After the application of the production Xi j -+ Xi we have variables 
Xa,  Xi2 ..... Xi~ occurring in the derived sentence. 
• ~',~+2 Sance ~b(r+l)~+i, 2 ~< r ~< U -- 1 contains the production Xi ~ X i ,  which 
is the only production in which variables X a .... , Xi~ occur on the left side 
of the production; hence, the result of application of .~m--~_P~Yj and 
XiJ --+ X~ is the same as the application of _3T., -+ FX i .  
I fp>k+2andq~ Uh+l ,  we see that then there is a l  <r  I<U 
.~rk+2 contains only one such that p = r~h + 2 and for 1 ~< r < r 1 the set v'(~ l)k+i 
production XiJ(2)--+ Xj(2) in which we have X~i , X~2 .... , XI~ occurring 
on the left side of the production. So for 1 ~< r < ri, we can only apply 
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X](2) -÷ Xfl(2) ***;n WO'+l)k+l "~rk+2 We then apply productions from ~q~, and at last 
the productions X i + X i from ,~*~+~ if q ~ Uk + 1 for r~ ~< r ~ U -- 1. W( ' l)k+l 
In a similar way as in the case p = k + 2, it is easily seen that the net 
effect is the application of the equal matrix rule _~ -+ FX i . 
Since _~- -+FXj  is a matrix rule (in notational form) of 6~+~, from the 
construction of 6, it follows that X~ ~ FXi is an equal matrix rule of G. 
Similarly if we choose .Y~ ~ Y~ from 6~+~, the net effect of the application 
of productions from ~(m), 2 ~ m ~ Uk + 1, will be the same as the applica- 
tion of a terminal equal matrix rule of G. 
This shows that L(G, ~) C_ L(G). Hence, the result. 
The following example will illustrate the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = (VN, VT, P*, S) be an EMG such that VN= 
{S, (All , A12, A13), (A~I , A22, -/12a)} and V r a set of terminals uch that 
fi5, hiJ, andg~,  (1 ~ i ~ 2, 1 ~ j ,  q ~ 3, and 1 ~p ~ 3) are elements of 
VT* and P* consists of: 
(i) A set of initial rules: 
(a) PI: S--~fnA11f12A1Jl~Al~ ; 
(b) P2: S -~ f~lA21f2~A~2f2~A2~ ; 
(c) P3 :S~E.  
(ii) A set of nonterminal rules: 
:An--+gllAll - -A~I--~g31All] [All--->g21A2x] 
Ml1: A12--~glzAl~ Mx~: A22---~g32A121 M21: ]A12--~g22A221. 
dl~ "+ gl~Au A2~ ~ gaaAlaJ [A13 ~ g23A23J 
(iii) A set of terminal rules: 
JAil --~ hill [ A21---~ h21] 
M,~:/A~-~ h~ / M~2: A~ -~ h~ . 
[A13 ~ hl~J A2~ --+ h23J 
The function 6 of an almost right linear periodic grammar (G, 6) such that 
L(G, ~) is the language generated by the EMG G, is given in the following: 
4)(1): All initial rules of G. 
6(2): A~I -~ gllAll, A,Zl---> galA~l, All ~ g21All, Al l -+ yl 1, A21 ~ yx 2. 
2 ~(3): &~ ~ g~Al~, A~ ~ g j l~ ,  &~ ~ g~Ah, &~-~ y), .4~ ~ y~. 
A 1 ¢(4): A,a--+ glaA~13, A=a--+ gaaA~a, Ala-+ g~a=a, Ala--~Ya 1, Aza--~Ya ~. 
4,(5): 
4,(6): 
4,(7): 
4,(8): 
4,(9): 
4,(10): 
4,(12): 
4,(14): 
4,(~5): 
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AI~ ~ A l l ,  A~ ~ A~,  A2~2 --+ A12, y2 ~ ~ 231, y22 ~ y2 ~. 
~12 -+ ~,  ~3 -~ A~,  Ah -~ Ah ,  2~ 1 ~ 2~ ~, y?  - -  y?.  
A13 --~ Ala , A~I --+ A~I 
Al l  --~ A11 , A~I ~ All 
AI~ -~ A12 , A~2 -~ A12 
A~3 -~ A13 , A12a --+ A13 
A n --~ A n , A~a ~ A21 
A~ ~ A~,  A~ --~ A.~ 
, A~2 --" A~2 , y21 --~ y l, y22 _+ y2~. 
, A~3 --~ A~3, y31 --~ 231, y32 -+ y2.  
A l l  ~ A~I , y l  1~ 1 , Y l ,  Yl 2 --~ Y l  ~" 
, y l _ .  y l, 22~ _,. 222. 
, 231 ~ 231, ya 2 --~ y32. 
, yll  __+ y11, y2  _+ y12. 
Al l  --~ A l l  , A21 ~ A~I , y l  1 ---+ h l l  , y2 ~ ---). h22. 
AI~ ~ AI~, A22 ~ A22 , y21 ~ hl~ , 238 ---> h23 • 
4,(16): A13 * Ala, A23 -+ Az3, y l ._.+ h i3 ,  yl ~ ~ h21. 
445 
Furthermore, ~(15 @ j) = 4,(j), j > 1. 
Since a type 3 (or linear) grammar is certainly an EMG such that the 
initial rules are also right-linear, we have the following trivial result. 
COROLLARY. I f  G is a type 3 grammar, then there is a right linear strictly 
periodic grammar (G, 4,) such that L(G) = L(G, 4,). 
IV .  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the previous section we have demonstrated that equal matrix grammars 
can be periodically decomposed into almost right linear grammars. We 
conjecture here that the converse of the theorem does not hold. Indeed, it 
is our belief that the class of equal matrix languages is a proper subset of the 
class of languages generated by almost right linear periodic grammars, 
which in turn is a proper subset of the class of context-sensitive languages. 
It is hoped that the result in this paper will help to generate further 
research toward the development of a periodic decomposition theory of 
formal grammars. 
At this point, it seems that there are two types of decompositions. One 
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type of decomposition places restrictions on the production rules of the 
original grammar as indicated by the corollary in Section I I I .  In other words, 
if G is a given grammar, then its periodic decomposition is the grammar 
(G, ~), where for each i > 0, $(i) is a proper subset of P. This kind of decom- 
position follows the lines of periodic decomposition for sequential machines 
(Guha and Yeh, 1970). The other type of decomposition is to construct a 
different grammar G' such that L(G) ~ L(G', eft) and G' is "simpler" than 
that of G. The theorem in Section I I I  is an example of this type of decom- 
position. 
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